
BECAUSE WE CAN 

by Richard Yaxley 

Are we living in a state of Causemania? 

The recent hubbub over the 2016 Australian of the Year award has been focused on the 

notion that too many nominees were representative of ‘causes’ rather than criteria (stated on 

the award’s website) such as ‘significant contribution to the Australian community and 

nation’ and being ‘an inspirational role model for the Australian community.’ Critics of the 

award’s process and delivery focused on the winner, David Morrison, whose acceptance 

speech touched on gender diversity and republicanism, and the Queensland nominee, 

disgruntled Canberran transsexual, Cate McGregor, who expressed her disappointment that a 

member of the LBGTI community was not victorious. 

Regardless of our views on this matter – is it really worth caring about? – the fallout from the 

Australian of the Year decision can be seen as symptomatic of a new state of being in 

Australia; that of cause-mania. Here’s how it works: 

1. Base principle: through constant exposure to various online forums, you come to 

realise that it’s worthy and affirming to have a cause as part of your identity. You see 

that having a cause gives you: 

a) automatic membership of a group, whether formal or informal; 

b) the right to express an opinion, whether informed or not (preferably the latter 

because that’s quicker and in digi-world, speed matters; accuracy, less so); 

c) gravitas i.e. you are a thinker, a doer, an activist, which is far more interesting 

than being Nellie or Noel Normal who posts photos of their kids in their oversized 

new school uniform or clips of recipes that purport to make kale edible. 

2. Second base principle: you see that worthy causes are usually environmental or social. 

Social causes are particularly good because you don’t really need any research or 

data; you just need an opinion and some base-level skills in the deployment of 

figurative language devices such as hyperbole, irony and gutsed-up adjectival clauses.  

3. You choose a cause. And a back-up, just in case the original peters out. 

4. You publicise your new cause on whatever digital platforms are currently floating 

your canoe. Plenty of visuals because everyone gets images and only a knobby few 

get words. 

5. Other people see your new alignment and instantly attach it to their view of you. They 

‘share’ your call-up to the cause, leading to an inundation of support / respect or an 

inundation of abuse / disrespect, depending on whether you have been consciously 

populist or consciously anti-populist. 

6. The final, most exciting step. Now that you have established your cause, it is time to 

become offended. Really offended! No holding back. This is your new significance, 

the apex of your various raisons d’etre. It is the holy grail of your emotional being! 

Go hard, disciple – convert the masses! 

What’s happening here?  

Rationality is out. Consideration is so yesteryear. No need to take time to sift the facts when 

you can be immediate and emotive! The shifting panoply of digital communication has 

become like a giant national barbecue where we all stand around bleating our causes – with 



another unspoken and mind-bogglingly stupid equation in mind; the sharper the vitriol, the 

more worthy the cause. 

Australians have long enjoyed our reputation as easy-going, laid-back, all that stuff. We’re 

chilled, mate, not like the rest of the world, those poor bastards. If that is so, why are we now 

so desperate to be offended? Why are we so feverishly aligned with alleged injustices that we 

can’t even be bothered to properly understand?  

Why have we moved to Causemania? 

 


